
WHY ARE THERE STANDARDS IN BUSINESS WRITING

Business writing standards overly emphasize on this aspect of clarity along Clarity is â€œthe mostâ€• important factor of
any kind of communication.

Research and Organize Your Material The ideas should proceed in an orderly manner. Let the recipient know
exactly what to do with the information you have provided. Knapp, author of " A Project Manager's Guide to
Passing the Project Management Exam ," the best business writing can be "understood clearly when read
quickly. Format The basic business letter format is the same across a range of industries, with few variations
for content and style. Photo Credits. Be it communication within friends, family members, among social
circles or professional environment. But this is the business world where time is money. Are Short: Sentences
should be an average of 25 words. Highlight Important Ideas Main ideas go as an opener, build on that.
Instead, use complete sentences, watching out for comma splices where two complete sentences are joined by
a comma. The top line below the letterhead should be the month, day and year, followed by one line of space
and the address of the recipient. Use proper formatting; there is nothing more distracting than a poorly
formatted document. If you have a day or two before you need to submit your work, put the document aside
and come back to it on a fresh head. Reminding the recipient of a past meeting or a common connection you
share is an acceptable way to open as it may influence the recipient to be more amenable to your intended
aims. Even so, you don't always have to use a contraction. Left justify your letter, so that your contact
information, the date, the letter, and your signature are all aligned to the left. The purpose of writing for
business is always to be direct, concise, and uncluttered. This style of writing will bring a more energetic,
assertive vibe to your prose. Use everyday words. You can consult the following resources to develop
effective business writing skills: Introductory. That Keep It Short: Emails should not be longer than three short
paragraphs. Insert one line after the last paragraph, followed by a closing and a comma; leave four lines of
space for your signature, and type your name and title. Communication Knowledge When you use the
accepted format for a business letter, it lets the reader know that you have a basic understanding of standard
business communication practices. Your readers will respond better this way. Clarity will always be the key
element of any form of communication, written, spoken, or recorded. Put your main points first. There are
many forms that business writing may take: memos, emails, reports, letters, proposals etc. Here's information
on business letters, including selecting a font , paragraph spacing, formatting , margins, what to include in
each paragraph, how to close the letter, and an example of the proper layout for a business letter. Proofread
carefully for spelling errors and grammatical mistakes. These can be a few examples of understanding the
purpose, and naturally bring you to consider your audience, their needs and their understanding. Are Clear:
Sentences should have a subject and a verb. It lets the recipient know that you took the time to craft a letter
carefully, even before he reads the content. Much of this information is discarded and incorrectly acted upon
because it lacks a call to action. Active verbs allow the reader to comprehend quickly and to understand more
completely. Write tight. Image by Kelly Miller. Save time by getting straight to the point and avoiding
chitchat.


